Growing up in a domestic violence environment: relationship with developmental trajectories of body mass index during adolescence into young adulthood
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ABSTRACT
Background This study investigated the relationship between growing up in a violent home and developmental trajectories of body mass index (BMI) in a cohort of adolescents followed longitudinally from 1996 to 2003—4.
Methods 6043 girls and 4934 boys aged 9—14 years in 1996 who reported height and weight at least two times and whose mothers completed intimate partner violence (IPV) questions at the 2001 Nurses’ Health Study. Main exposure was experiencing the first family violence during early (0—5 years) or later (6—11 years) childhood, based on mother’s year-specific exposure of IPV and the birth year of each participant. Mother’s report of IPV was ascertained by the abuse assessment screen. Four distinct BMI trajectory groups were estimated from age-specific BMI (age 12—20 years), using general growth mixture modelling.
Results Four distinct BMI trajectories were identified separately for girls and boys: healthy growth; healthy to obese; steady overweight and consistently obese. Compared with boys not exposed to violence at home, boys raised in violent homes before 5 years were at increased risk of being in the consistently obese (OR =2.0; 95% CI 1.2 to 3.5) and steady overweight (OR 1.4; 95% CI 1.1 to 1.9) groups after adjusting for confounders. Girls raised in violent homes were more likely to be in the steady overweight group, but associations did not maintain statistical significance after adjusting for confounding.
Conclusion These data link children’s exposure to domestic violence to a risk of unhealthy weight trajectories during adolescence in boys. Detrimental effects of exposure to a domestic violence environment may take root in the first few years of development for boys.

Among children, there is considerable variability of age of onset, developmental course and severity of overweight and obesity—characteristics that may have variable implications for future health risks. Evidence that overweight in childhood tracks into adulthood and that childhood obesity is linked to adult chronic disease underscores the importance of better delineating growth trajectories using longitudinal data and identifying modifiable factors that contribute to such heterogeneity.

Overlapping research suggests that psychological stress plays a role in obesity. Central fat distribution is related to adverse psychological states and negative life events. While research has yet to elucidate fully which chronic stressors may be particularly linked to obesity, those leading to disrupted neuro-endocrine mediators thought to underlie this relationship (for example, hypothalamic—pituitary—adrenal and hypothalamic—pituitary—gonadal axes) may be candidates worth further exploration.

Children exposed to domestic violence exhibit disrupted stress reactivity as indexed by psychological distress symptoms and altered sympathetic nervous system and neuroendocrine functioning. Moreover, research links children’s exposure to domestic violence with growth deficits during pregnancy and disrupted nutritional status that may predispose to later obesity and other health outcomes. The relationship between growing up in a domestic violence environment and obesity in adulthood was recently examined by Thomas et al and they found witnessing family violence in childhood (yes vs no) was positively associated with increased body mass index (BMI) at age 45 years adjusting for a number of important confounders. The relationship between witnessing domestic violence and weight trajectories over earlier periods in the life course (eg, later childhood, adolescence) has not been examined.

Domestic violence and obesity are significant global public health problems. Only recently has research begun to link the two together. In the past few decades, childhood obesity has risen to epidemic proportions around the world. By 2010, more than 40% of children in North America and eastern Mediterranean WHO regions, 38% in Europe, 27% in the western Pacific and 22% in southeastern Asia were predicted to be overweight or obese. In the USA, childhood obesity is rapidly increasing and is poised to overtake tobacco as the greatest contributor to preventable deaths. The prevalence of obesity among US children—now 20%—has increased by more than 50% over the past decade.5
effects of domestic violence on caregiving disruptions.18
Domestic violence may increase maternal stress, influence parenting behaviours, and disrupt parent—child attachment, which plays a critical role in shaping children’s stress regulation systems.15 20

A developmental perspective is crucial for understanding the impact of domestic violence on paediatric health.17 Early exposure may have a greater impact given an enhanced vulnerability of underlying physiological systems to environmental influences (ie, plasticity) in younger children,21 greater dependency on their caregivers for shaping their emotional and stress-related responses20 and fewer coping abilities.22 Earlier research indicates differential influences on outcomes in preschool versus school-aged children.17 Greater vulnerability in younger children also contributes to our growing understanding of the developmental aspects of vulnerability to weight gain.6

Gender differences have been observed in adolescent BMI,23 and in the consequences of early life caregiving experiences and trauma exposures.24 25 Recent literature on exposure to violence and gender suggests that boys and girls may respond differently. Some evidence suggests that, in the context of exposure to domestic violence, boys exhibit more difficulties early on than girls.26 Gender differences in behavioural and psychological response may translate into variable disruption of underlying physiological stress responses (eg, hypothalamic—pituitary—adrenal axis), which may influence physical health differently in males and females.27 Notably, our group recently reported an association between chronic maternal domestic violence and obesity in 5-year-olds, with a stronger relationship seen among girls.28 Gender effects on the relationship between childhood adversities (such as family violence) and growth and obesity trajectories in later childhood and adolescence remain unstudied.

Using repeated measures of BMI from ages 12 to 20 years, this study examined whether maternal report of intimate partner violence (IPV) occurring during participants’ childhood was associated with an increased risk of having an unhealthy longitudinal BMI trajectory. We examined the influence of the timing of household domestic violence exposure in preschool (0–5 years) and school age (6–11 years) on adolescent BMI trajectories. We hypothesised that living in a violent household during childhood would be associated with an increased risk of manifesting an overweight or obese growth trajectory. Associations were examined in boys and girls separately.

METHODS
Study design
The Growing Up Today Study (GUTS) is an ongoing nationwide adolescent cohort study. Subjects are children of women participating in the Nurses’ Health Study II (NHSII). In 1996, with permission of mothers, 9039 girls and 7845 boys who returned completed questionnaires were enrolled in the GUTS cohort.28 GUTS participants were mailed questionnaires annually until 2001 and biennially thereafter. In 1997, a supplemental questionnaire was mailed to participants’ mothers to obtain information on early life factors (98% response rate).

The ongoing prospective NHSII study of registered nurses began in 1989 with 116 678 women aged 25–42 years at baseline who are followed by biennial mailed questionnaires as previously detailed.29 In 2001, a supplemental questionnaire querying lifetime history of violence was mailed to 91297 NHSII participants; 68,518 questionnaires were returned (75% response rate). GUTS and NHSII study protocols were approved by the institutional review boards of Harvard School of Public Health and Brigham and Women’s Hospital.

Sample
We excluded 343 GUTS participants outside the age range of 9–14 years at baseline, 3359 whose mothers did not complete the 2001 questionnaire, and 1637 without reported height and weight for at least two different ages. We also excluded 151 participants having childhood medical conditions that may interfere with growth as previously described.30 We further excluded 435 participants whose mothers reported IPV first occurring after the child was 12 years old to allow clear sequencing of exposure and outcome. The final analytical sample consisted of 10 977 participants (6043 girls and 4934 boys). Gender and race/ethnicity distributions in this sample (45% boys; 94% white) were similar to the overall GUTS baseline sample (47% boys, 94% white) and mean BMI (19.2 for both original and analytical samples), birth weight (3.5 kg for both samples) and mean age at baseline (11.6 for original and 11.5 for analytical sample) were also very similar.

Measures
Maternal experience of domestic violence
We ascertained NHSII participants’ experiences of abuse by a spouse/significant other using items from the abuse assessment screen.31 These included physical abuse (ever been hit, slapped, kicked, or otherwise physically hurt), sexual abuse (ever been forced to engage in sexual activity), and psychological abuse (ever been emotionally abused) by her spouse/significant other. Participants who endorsed abuse were asked to select the year(s) on a calendar when it occurred. Based on mother’s year-specific exposure and the birth year of each GUTS participant, the children’s age-specific exposure to domestic violence was created. We categorised whether exposure first occurred during early (0–5 years) or later childhood (6–11 years) given previous research indicating differential influences on outcomes in preschool versus school-aged children.17

Body mass index
GUTS participants reported their height and weight at each follow-up questionnaire, which was used to calculate their age-specific BMI (kg/m²). We excluded implausible heights, weights and BMI values based on Centers for Disease Control and Prevention criteria.32 Several groups have examined the validity of self-reported height and weight among adolescents. Correlations between measured and self-reported weight were high (r=0.84–0.94).33–36 Two large studies showed that 94–96% of adolescents’ classification of BMI status by self-reported height and weight were correct.35 37 We used actual BMI values rather than BMI z-scores as the latter are based on growth curves developed by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (www.cdc.gov/growthcharts). These age (month)-specific charts were created by using pooled BMI data from cross-sectional National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey data,38 which were skewed, and needed to implement slightly different normalising transformations at each month.39 Moreover, because these charts were estimated from cross-sectional data, they may not reflect typical age-related patterns of BMI change among children. Given this, the use of an actual BMI value is desirable to assess longitudinal trends of BMI for adolescents and it also enhances interpretability.39

Demographic, behavioural and familial characteristics
On the basis of theoretical relevance and empirical evidence from the literature, a number of potential confounders were identified: baseline age, birth weight,40 race/ethnicity41 socioeconomic status (SES) as indexed by household parental
income, and mother’s pre-pregnancy BMI. Given observed
gender differences in both adolescent BMI, and in the
consequences of child abuse, all the analyses were gender stratified.

Statistical analyses
Latent class BMI trajectories were estimated using general
growth mixture modelling (GMM) in Mplus version 4. The
repeated outcome measure was continuous BMI at ages
12–20 years. GMM is a latent growth modelling technique that
empirically classifies heterogeneity in developmental trajectories
into groups that share similar growth patterns. GMM assumes that
individuals belong to two or more distinct subpopulations
with different developmental trajectories. We included age at
baseline in the GMM equations that estimated the intercept and
slope growth factors and the BMI trajectory latent classes
because the youth in our study were different ages at the
beginning of assessment (9–14 years) and it is possible that
there could be age cohort differences in BMI on account of the
fact that BMI has been increasing over time in the adolescent
population. If there are important age cohort differences in BMI,
then including age in the growth mixture models would result in
a more accurate estimation of class membership. Figure 1 is
a graphic depiction of the model specified for analysis.

We used maximum likelihood estimation using the expecta-
tion-maximisation algorithm. Missing data were handled
applying the assumption of missing at random. Bayesian
information criterion (BIC), probability of correct model and
the Lo–Mendell–Rubin likelihood ratio test (LMR LRT) were
used to select the optimal number of trajectory groups. Children
were assigned to the trajectory group for which they had the
highest posterior probability of membership. Entropy, a
weighted average of posterior probability, was used to
assess classification quality, a value close to one indicates clear
delineation of classes.

We regressed trajectory group membership on domestic
violence exposure using multinomial logistic regression in SAS
version 9.1 adjusting for potential confounder variables: race/
ethnicity, baseline age (model 1), plus birth weight, maternal
pre-pregnancy BMI (model 2), and finally adding household
parental income (model 3).

Figure 1 General growth mixture model. BMI, body mass index.

Table 1 Indices of goodness of fit of growth mixture model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No of latent classes</th>
<th>AIC</th>
<th>Sample-size adjusted BIC</th>
<th>Entropy</th>
<th>LMR LRT Value (df)</th>
<th>p Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Boys</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>99.37</td>
<td>99.426</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td>1157.70 (3)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>98.176</td>
<td>98.240</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td>423.70 (3)</td>
<td>0.0017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>97.741</td>
<td>97.815</td>
<td>0.906</td>
<td>294.01 (3)</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>97.442</td>
<td>97.526</td>
<td>0.896</td>
<td>146.31 (3)</td>
<td>0.0551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Girls</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>128.401</td>
<td>128.458</td>
<td>0.951</td>
<td>1741.77 (3)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>126.599</td>
<td>126.666</td>
<td>0.951</td>
<td>493.99 (3)</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>126.092</td>
<td>126.170</td>
<td>0.931</td>
<td>401.18 (3)</td>
<td>0.0191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>125.681</td>
<td>125.770</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>219.29 (3)</td>
<td>0.0234</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AIC, Akaike information criterion; BIC, Bayesian information criterion;
LMR LRT, Lo–Mendell–Rubin likelihood ratio test.

RESULTS
Gender-specific BMI trajectories
Beginning with a single trajectory model, we compared five
models to determine the optimal number of groups explaining
the BMI growth trajectories. Model fit statistics are presented
in table 1. For boys, the BIC value decreased with each increase in
the number of classes. However, the LMR LRT estimate was not
significant for the five-trajectory model (p=0.06), suggesting the
four-trajectory model was the best fit (figure 2A). For girls, the

![Figure 2](http://jech.bmj.com/)
BIC value continually decreased from the single to the five-trajectory model, and the LMR LRT estimate was significant for the five-trajectory model (p = 0.02). However, in the five-trajectory model, one group had only 65 participants, limiting our ability to make inferences about risk factors for this group. Therefore, we specified a model with four groups similar to boys (figure 2B).

Table 2 summarises the distributions of maternal domestic violence and other covariates for the analytical sample and across genders.

**Boys**
Most boys were in the healthy BMI range for the study period (healthy growth group, 85.7%). The healthy to obese trajectory included 7.1% who started off in the healthy BMI range but became obese over time. The steady overweight group included 7.6% of boys. The fourth trajectory, consistently obese (1.7%), included those who were obese across the study period.

**Girls**
The girls’ BMI trajectories were qualitatively similar to boys’, with 87.8% in the healthy growth group, 7.4% in the healthy obese group, 3.5% in the steady overweight group and 1.3% in the consistently obese group.

**Associations of a domestic violence environment with BMI trajectories**
**Boys**
We fit multinomial logistic regression models to determine whether growing up in a domestic violence household was associated with BMI trajectory group membership (table 3). In model 1, boys living in a domestic violence household from ages 0–5 years were more likely to be in the consistent obese group and the steady overweight group; boys exposed to violence from 6 to 11 years were also more likely to be in the consistently obese group. Further adjustment for covariates did not substantially change the estimates.

**Girls**
In age and race/ethnicity adjusted models, compared with the healthy growth referent group, girls showed an elevated risk of being in the steady overweight group if they experienced household domestic violence from ages 0 to 5 years and of being in the persistently obese group when domestic violence occurred between ages 6 and 11 years, albeit the latter effect did not reach statistical significance (model 1, table 3). The effect of domestic violence in early childhood (0–5 years) on being steadily overweight among the girls remained when further adjusting for birth weight and maternal pre-pregnancy BMI but was no longer significant when further adjusted for parental household income.

**DISCUSSION**
This study found that, for boys, living in domestic violence households in the early childhood period was associated with the development and maintenance of obesity, and living in a domestic violence household in later childhood was associated with being persistently obese. Among girls, early experiences of domestic violence were associated with an increased likelihood of being in the steady overweight group even after adjusting for race/ethnicity, baseline age, maternal pre-pregnancy BMI and child’s birth weight. This association was no longer significant when adjusting further for household parental income (ie, SES). While there was a suggestion among girls that late childhood domestic violence was related to being in the consistently obese group, this did not reach statistical significance.

These analyses add to the literature in three important ways. First, given the emerging recognition that weight trajectories tracking from early to later life may differentially influence health, we characterised BMI trajectories during adolescence in a large adolescent cohort. Second, we present prospective results demonstrating that children growing up in a domestic violence environment may be at increased risk of manifesting high-risk BMI growth trajectories compared with their counterparts who were not exposed to domestic violence. Finally, notable gender differences emerged in that boys’ BMI development appeared to be more strongly impacted by exposure to a domestic violence environment than girls’.

The growth trajectories identified in GUTS are comparable to those seen in another study examining childhood trajectories of obesity. Mustillo et al.50 identified four obesity trajectories within a predominantly rural population of white non-Hispanic children between 9 and 16 years that were remarkably similar to ours: never obese—children who were never or rarely obese; adolescent obese—children who started off in the normal weight range during childhood but became obese over time; chronically obese—children who were obese for most or all waves of observation; and childhood obese—those who were obese during late childhood and whose weight fell during adolescence.

Studies examining relationships of other types of violence to obesity may provide a helpful context for interpreting this study’s findings and noted differences based on gender. Studies suggest that childhood abuse is associated with obesity in young adulthood.51–53 Lissau and Sorenson51 linked parental neglect during childhood with an increased risk of obesity in young adulthood. This is notable given other evidence showing that...
domestic violence can disrupt parenting behaviours and decrease maternal sensitivity and attentiveness. Using data from the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health, Hussey et al. found a 20% increased risk of overweight in young adulthood among those physically assaulted before the 6th grade. In a prospective study of 84 women who were sexually abused during childhood and 89 demographically similar but non-abused women, Noll et al. tracked BMI during childhood and adolescence and found abused women did not differ from their non-abused counterparts. However, they found that by young adulthood, women exposed to sexual abuse had a steeper rate of increase in BMI and they were significantly more likely to be obese (42.3%) than were the non-abused women (28.4%) as young adults. Notably, our study did not observe a significant relationship between earlier domestic violence exposure and unhealthy BMI trajectories among girls in fully adjusted models. Perhaps there is a lag effect that will become evident when these women are followed longer. Noll and colleagues did not study boys so we do not know whether differences in lag effects may explain the gender differences observed in this study.

Other factors may help explain differential gender effects. Overlapping research demonstrates gender differences in children’s response to general stress throughout development. Moreover, children’s appraisals and strategies for coping with interparental conflict differ among boys and girls, which then mediate adjustment albeit this remains understudied. Early life caregiving experiences and trauma exposures have been shown to influence childhood emotional understanding and expression, with some studies showing differential gender effects. Children exposed to violence and neglect in their environment may express more negative emotion and adverse stress reactivity. Notably, a recent study in older adult men and women found a relationship between negative affect and BMI trajectories only among men. It is also notable that among girls, early childhood experiences of domestic violence were significantly associated with an increased risk of being in the steady overweight group (similar to boys) until analyses were adjusted for SES in the home. This may suggest that girls compared with boys are more vulnerable to other childhood adversities that may co-vary with SES not measured in this study. We know that children who experience family violence during childhood tend to experience other adversities that may also be linked to later obesity (e.g., poor nutrition, poverty, other stressors) or have synergistic effects. This should be considered in future studies.

In our study, we used GMM to identify four distinct subgroups of adolescents who differed in their development of BMI from ages 12 to 20 years. The sample used for these analyses has three advantages: a large enough sample size to conduct gender-specific analyses; repeated measurements of BMI; and measurement of a wide range of risk factors and correlates of domestic violence.

In interpreting our results, some limitations should also be considered. First, height and weight were self-reported in this study as direct measurement of anthropometry were not feasible given that participants are spread out across the USA. As noted
Previously, studies have shown that self-report in adolescents is a reasonable surrogate and valid alternative.\textsuperscript{53–55} In particular, data show that categorisation into BMI categories based on self-report data is highly reliable.

Second, the measure of family violence used in this analysis, the AAS, was designed as a brief clinical screening instrument and may not be as sensitive as other multi-item measures of family violence exposure. For example, studies have found that the physical abuse item on the AAS is less sensitive than the composite items of the conflict tactics scale 2 (CTS2).\textsuperscript{57, 58} especially in relation to identifying those experiencing minor abuse, and this may result in false-negative cases.\textsuperscript{58} However, such underreporting would bias effects towards the null and yet associations were evident. Notably, the AAS also assesses emotional and sexual abuses, which were also prevalent in our sample. Measuring emotional and sexual abuse in addition to physical abuse may minimise the misclassification of those exposed to domestic violence when using the AAS. Nonetheless, future work in this area would be strengthened by using validated multi-item surveys that more comprehensively assess co-occurring types of violence (eg, physical, sexual, emotional abuse) to enhance precision of the measurement as well as allowing the examination of salient characteristics (eg, severity, frequency of exposure).

Third, this study relied on mothers’ retrospective self-report of abuse. Therefore, we do not know the extent to which maternal report of her own experience represents the child’s experiences. Conversely, because children may be less likely to recall events occurring during early childhood,\textsuperscript{59} maternal report may be a better way to measure early exposures. Notably, the independent and dependent variables were not reported at the same time and were not ascertained from the same individuals; therefore the report of BMI is independent of the report of mother’s experience of IPV. Children who witness domestic violence may also be more likely to experience direct abuse. Future research assessing multiple forms of violence exposure including witnessing and direct victimisation and their influences on mediating processes (eg, parenting, attachment) is needed to understand these relationships more fully.

In summary, these data link children’s exposure to domestic violence to unhealthy weight trajectories. There are biologically plausible mechanisms through which chronic stressors such as childhood exposure to domestic violence may lead to unhealthy weight gain. In response to stress, children may increase food intake\textsuperscript{60} and/or decrease activity.\textsuperscript{61} Alternatively, disruption in the children’s neuroendocrine system may result in altered metabolism, activity levels, or appetite.\textsuperscript{62} Further research is needed to examine these potential mechanisms. Our findings also suggest that detrimental effects may take root in the first few years of development. To identify and respond to mothers experiencing domestic violence during these early years may be a way to reduce later health consequences in their children.\textsuperscript{63}

The response should include identifying ways to provide a safe home environment for both the child and the abused caregiver.
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